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INTRODUCTION 

In order to be able to provide fast and accurate void fraction data acquisition during the 

investigation of post dryout two phase down flow['], it was determined that a gamma 

densitometer was needed[*] in order to meet sensitivity requirements of the inverted flow 

experiments. Furthermore, because of the physical restrictions of the experimental apparatus, 

a multi-beam device could not be installed. By investigating some of the historic design 

problems of "One-Shot'' devicesf3], a new error minimization method was established using 

simplified transport theory which provides accuracy as good as the multi-beam devicesr4]. In 

this paper, a validation of the geometry criteria was provided by comparing a numerical 

simulation against previous experimental work. 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

In figure 1 a line of symmetry is defined by the point source and the origin of the 

annuli, and it is denoted as the center line. The detector has a width, w, and the lengths L, and 

L, represent the distances from the source to the flow field center and the detector to flow field 

center respectively. The functions F,(x) and F3(x) represent the extreme radiation path of a 

photon. The variables and & represent the perpendicular distance from the origin to the 

extreme radiation path, F,(x), and the external fluid boundary respectively. 

From the above definitions three, dimensionless integrals can be derived in terms of 

the known geometric variables. Normalizing each variable of integration: 



The extreme radiation path is assumed to be a straight line: 

where K, is the ratio of L, to R,,, and m is the tangent of the maximum angle subtended by the 

function F,(x) and the centerline: 

The external fluid boundary of the flow regime is: 

F , t ( P ) = q / F - p  . (4) 

The dimensionless integral representing the actual void distribution for the k-the phase 

can be written: 



The dimensionless integral for the region not irradiated by the densitometer is: 

where PI and P4 are constants with respect to the variables of integration: 

and K~ is the ratio of %, to &. Physically, this parameter represents the projected area of the 

irradiated flow field on the detector normalized by the maximum area which can be irradiated. 

The fractional area not viewed by the detector becomes: 

The previous equations are substituted into the measured void response equation: 



RESULTS 

The accuracy and usefulness of this dimensionless criteria K~ in predicting experimental error 

was numerically compared to 9 historic data bases (see ref. 1 ) using the fortran code 

SEPFLOW. In table l(a) the typical interdependence of void fraction, the dimensionless criteria 

and systematic error are shown. In general, as decreases fiom 1 a bias error develops which 

can significantly impact the measurement. The reason this error always exit in the assumed 

geometric configuration is because a symmetric irradiation of the fluid field can only be 

achieved when K~ 2 1. Essentially the magnitude of this error is a function of void fraction, 

void distribution and the dimensionless criteria. This is believed to explain much of the 

inconsistent measurements obtained in the past. Table l(b) shows the mean bias error and the 

mean measured error for the entire experimental series. The quantitative predictions of the 

simulation are in agreement with the measured errors. Simulation of the data fiom Petrick-B 

are less adequate. These differences are caused by the simplistic void profile assumption made 

in the SEPFLOW simulation. In all cases slug flow was assumed in the simulation in order to 

keep the results fast and simple, and it was even applied to the non-slug mock-up experiments. 
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actual void A% error A% error A% error AYo error 
fraction (K2= 1) (K~= .8) (K~= .6) (K2= .4) 

.1 0 11.6 39.8 101.0 

.3 0 11.6 39.2 69.3 

.5 0 11.6 30.2 37.2 

.7 0 10.4 15.7 18.0 

.9 0 3.5 4.6 5.1 

Note: A% error is <am,k> / <aqk> - 1 

PART (A): Error predictions for K~ as a function of void fraction. 

Author W 

Ferrell 

Gardner 1.5 
(1 970) 

Richardson 1.6 
(1958) A 

B 2.9 

C 2.9 

II D I 3.8 
A I le6 

ll B 1.6 
I' 

13 I 6.4 I [.58] I .87 1 10% I 5% 
39 I 16 I 1.0 I .55 124% 135% 

39 16 1 .o .991 4.1% 5.5% 

39 16 1.7 .59 25% 36% 

39 16 1.7 .785 17% 12% 

39 ~ 1 16 I 1.0 I .55 134% 141% 

39 16 1.7 .328 32% 60% 

PART (b): Comparison of Overall Averages for experiments and SEPFLOW simulation. 

TABLE 1. Comparisons of SEPFLOW simulations and previous experimental data. 
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FIGURE 1. Geometric Configuration for the SEPFLOW Simulation. 


